Case Study

AI-powered Automation of
Product Descriptions
Descriptions

300,000+
Text Models

200+

More than 300,000 items are constantly
available in the online shops of MediaMarkt
and Saturn.
Each product needs an unique and consistent product description so that customers
can make informed purchasing decisions.
Given the large number of products, the
editorial creation processes must also be
organised in a lean and effective way.

The challenge
The MediaMarkt and Saturn online shops consistently offer

This would not be possible without the automatic text

more than 300,000 products in a wide range of different

generation via textengine.io. At the same time, MediaMarkt-

varieties. And while these online shops provide customers

Saturn is planning to use textengine.io for the multilingual

with an enormous selection of different products, for the

texting of products and services for international shops.

online team at MediaMarktSaturn, the extensive product
range means one thing above all: copywriting, copywriting,
copywriting. After all, each product requires a comprehensive description – without it, customers would struggle to
make informed purchasing decisions.
The product copy is based on information provided by
manufacturers. In the conventional copywriting process,
however, many manufacturers primarily provided technical
specifications, not marketing copy, which led to inconsistencies in the product descriptions on the website.
Additionally, MediaMarktSaturn was confronted with a
further challenge faced by all large online retailers: The more
products a shop contains, the more time-consuming it is to
write unique product descriptions.

„Automatic text generation offers
a wide range of benefits: The
detailed information about the
products and the way they are
categorised help customers make informed
purchasing decisions. The product descriptions
also increase the relevance of our products for
search engines.“
Franziska Knabel
Project Lead textengine.io
MediaMarktSaturn

The solution
MediaMarktSaturn opted for an innovative approach, making
sweeping changes to its process for creating product
descriptions. Since 2019, the company’s online shops have
relied on automatic text generation using the software
textengine.io from Retresco.
textengine.io is a natural language generation (NLG) application. NLG is a branch of artificial intelligence. Data forms the
foundation of the NLG application; templates and conditions
also need to be defined in advance to produce text in natural
language. If these prerequisites are met, the software

„The Retresco software creates
high-quality product copy
efficiently. Our next major goal is
to integrate all services we offer
at MediaMarkt and Saturn into the copy.“

Christian Brandl
Head of Master Data & PIM
Lead Product Owner Product Data
MediaMarktSaturn

generates unique content using data-based product
characteristics such as colour, size, material, or other
individually defined properties.
By using textengine.io, MediaMarktSaturn now generates
more than 300,000 product descriptions based on over
200 text models. In the course of the introduction of
textengine.io, the necessary text models were developed by

Awards

Retresco's Professional Service team and handed over to
MediaMarktSaturn. The content team at MediaMarktSaturn
was empowered to work independently with the software in
order to regularly update and further develop texts. Since its

reta Award 2021 in the category Best AI &
Robotics Application for its use of automated
text generation for product descriptions

launch, textenengine.io has been used intensively for the
online shops of MediaMarkt and Saturn. In addition to
automatic product descriptions, all services offered online
around the articles are to be described with automatically
generated texts in the future. Overall, the content team
benefits from a low use of resources with maximum output.

Supplier Retail Award 2021 in the
category Best AI & Robotics Application as
technology and implementation partner

www.mediamarkt.de currently
stocks over 2,100 different headphones alone.
By using textengine.io, all of them
have an individual description text.

AI-powered content
automation.
Retresco is one of the market leaders in automated analysis and generation of content.
textengine.io transforms structured data into
high-quality texts in the shortest possible time.
The software gives you a 360-degree approach in
efficient content generation: with features for
creative and unique output, linguistic analysis and
automatic translation into all relevant European
languages.
The MediaMarktSaturn case highlights the
potential that automatic text generation offers
for eCommerce. Using software to generate
product copy significantly improves efficiency;
natural language generation creates content in
seconds and eliminates the need for lengthy
rounds of approval between internal stakeholders. At the same time, NLG produces highly
varied content. No single product description is
identical to another – a fact that is decisive for
positioning products in search engines.

Automatic text generation also changes internal
content creation processes. The technology
generates flexible alterations for large volumes
content – for example, if a new product category
is added to the shop, the system generates
descriptions for each item in every relevant
language at the touch of a button.
Additionally, the flexibility of NLG can contribute
to the success of seasonal campaigns – by
adding special text elements to product descriptions during the holidays, for instance.

Another plus: text generation allows the creation
of consistent content landscapes. The voice and
tone of the copy harmonise seamlessly across
all product categories, improving brand recognition for customers and bolstering the company’s
brand image.

Get in touch today for a free demo!
kontakt@retresco.de
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